Reading Apps
Icon

Title
Interactive Alphabet

Amazing ABC

Elmo Loves ABCs

My First Words

See Touch Learn

Word Magic

Word Wagon

Super Why

Ace Writer

Learn to Read - Four
Letter Words

Kids Learning to
Read - 3 Letter
Words

Description
Every letter is a unique, interactive toy! Play the xylophone on the
'X' card, make the 'D'inosaur roar, 'Z'ip the Zipper, etc! It is a
hands-on, memorable learning experience for children.
This ABC's learning app is designed to enable your child to learn
alphabet letters in an enjoyable and rewarding environment. It
contains letter recognition with animated graphic and sound,
lowercase and uppercase letters tracing, and a game to test your
child's learning progress.
Elmo loves this app! It has songs and videos about letters. It has
coloring pages and games about letters. It has all the letters from
A to Z! Elmo even made a new alphabet song for it.
This app has flash cards categorized by topics. There are 8 game
modes including listening and reading games. It is fully
customizable allowing you to use your own pictures and voice
recording.
See.Touch.Learn.™ is a picture learning system designed
specifically for those with autism and other special needs. It is
used to build custom picture card lessons and automatically track
the child’s responses. Includes a starter set of stunning, highquality images and 60 exercises.
A picture is shown and the kids should select the missing letter for
the picture. The picture for the word will be read out. There are
three flavors. Based on the kids level, you can choose missing
letter at the beginning or in the middle or in the last.
Word Wagon includes more than 100 words, each with engaging
illustrations, animations, and sounds. Choose words from seven
different categories. Levels for Preschool through Grade 1
- Level 1: Letters – Learn the names of the letters
- Level 2: Phonics – Learn the sounds of the letters
- Level 3: Spelling I – Spell words up to 4 letters
- Level 4: Spelling II – Spell words up to 6 letters
Your child can play along with each of the main characters from
the TV series while practicing the alphabet, rhyming, spelling,
writing and reading.
Learning over 300+ Dolch Sight Words or "High Frequency" Words
will help your child learn to read better, and in most schools, it is a
requirement for the kids to know these without sounding them
out.
Little Reader is an exciting interactive game that helps your child
rapidly learn how to recognize and read words all with just the
touch of their finger.
Little Reader is an exciting interactive game that helps your child
rapidly learn how to recognize and read words all with just the
touch of their finger

BOB books V1

BOB books V2

In our books we created characters that have become beloved
friends of budding readers—and a learn-to-read teaching method
with great results.
Parents and educators have raved about Bob Books #1 - Reading
Magic. Now set #2 is here with twelve new scenes
Sight Words are words that are recognized immediately (on sight)

Word Bingo

See Read Say

Starfall ABCs

A Story Before Bed

Smarty Pants School

Phonics Easy Reader
2

Word Wall

K12 Timed Reading

without phonetically decoding or sounding out parts.

Confidence and reading ability improve when children know Dolch
sight words. Many of these words are in almost anything they
read. Readers will have more experiences of success if they know
these words. Dolch words are service words, which are necessary
for understanding sentences.
Children delight as they see, hear, and interact with letters and
sounds in words, sentences, and games. They learn to recognize
letters and develop skills that will ensure they become confident
leaders
A Story Before Bed™ lets you record audio and video of yourself
reading a children’s book. Children can watch these recordings
anytime they like. Kids can practice fluency and teachers can
record books asking questions along the way. Great for centers.
Smarty Pants School offers a carefully-structured series of games
and activities designed to strengthen children’s early reading skills
based on the scientific recommendations of the National Reading
Panel. Smarty Pants School starts by evaluating children’s
proficiency in five critical skills: letter knowledge, phonemic
awareness, phonics, regular 'phonetic' words, and irregular ‘sight’
words. The Smarty Pants Assessment Report shows your child’s
performance in each skill area relative to standard grade-level
expectations.
The stories in Rock 'N Learn Phonics Easy Reader 2 provide
practice using the following phonics material: ending and
beginning consonant blends, consonant digraphs, and silent e that
makes long vowel sounds.
Introduce your young reader to Word Wall – an interesting and
engaging app that helps beginning readers practice reading and
writing skills through numerous fantastic activities!
Word Wall helps early to beginning readers learn to read and write
by Hearing, visualizing, vocally repeating and writing down letters
and words.
K12 Timed Reading Practice lets readers in levels K-4 practice
fluency by reading short, timed stories. Improving fluency allows
readers to read smoothly and quickly so they can focus on
comprehension rather than on decoding words.

Pencil Bot

Quick Reader

Ibooks
Kindle
Nook

Each PencilBot ESL-Test App features 18 diverse, fun topics in a
variety of formats, including conversations, interviews, lectures
and news reports, offering extensive listening practice to prepare
for the listening sections of important tests such as the TOEFL or
TOEIC.
Make learning, studying, and READING more fun for kids with the
Young Readers’ edition of QuickReader. A highly customizable
eBook reader and speed reading coach all-in-one, it teaches kids
proper reading and eye tracking skills, and comes pre-loaded with
over 130 classic children’s books.
Reading on iPad is just like reading a book. You hold iPad like a
book and flip the pages like a book. It also works with the read
aloud feature and allows you to highlight and take notes too. The
built-in dictionary lets you look up unknown words instantly.

e Skills Minimod Reading for Details helps the student build
mastery in Reading for Details. This app is carefully aligned with
the new Core Curriculum. Students can play in either practice
Mini Mod Reading
mode or game mode. The game mode is a bingo-like game.
for Details
Students will read a passage about a inventor and his or her
invention, then practice their understanding of Reading for Details
– the 5W’s of Reading Comprehension – who, what, why, when,
where. Each program offers 3 levels of reading difficulty.
e Skills Minimod Beginning Cloze Practice has been developed to
Minimod Basic Cloze help students practice and master the important reading and
language skills of constructing meaning from the context of the
Practice
text.

MiniMod Reading
for Inferences

e Skills Minimod Reading for Inferences helps the student build
mastery in the essential reading comprehension skill of inferential
thinking.

Jack and the
Beanstalk

Discover the fabulous animated story of Jack and the beanstalk.
Dive in the story with full screen animations, musical background,
and sound effects.

Goldilocks and The
Three Bears

Little Red Riding
Hood

Discover the fabulous animated story of Goldilocks and The Three
Bears. Dive in the story with full screen animations, musical
background, and sound effects.

Discover the fabulous animated story of Little Red Riding Hood.
Dive in the story with full screen animations, musical background,
and sound effects.

